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Purpose: A new cross-linked hyaluronic acid (xlHA) gel occlusive device was assessed for safety and efficacy in the treatment of dry eyes.

Methods: This was an institutional review board-approved, single-site, open-label, prospective study to assess the efficacy and safety of placing the xlHA gel in the lower canaliculus. Seventy-four participants aged 25–95 years with dry eyes, who failed treatment with artificial tears, were included. Patients were assessed with corneal slit lamp examination with fluorescein staining and with Schirmer’s test, breakup time (TBUT), and tear meniscus height (TMH) at baseline, 1 month, and 3 months. Patients were followed at 6 months with a telephone questionnaire. The procedure entailed inserting ~0.2 mL of xlHA gel into each lower lid canaliculus with a syringe and lacrimal irrigator. Patients were followed for adverse events.

Results: Sixty-three patients completed the study (48 females, 15 males), with an average age of 67 years. Slit lamp demonstrated improved corneal fluorescein staining. Schirmer’s tests demonstrated an average increase over baseline of 3.67 mm after 3 months. TBUT improved 87% and TMH increased by 57% at 3 months over baseline. All objective measures were statically significant. There was one case of conjunctivitis that resolved and was felt to be an incidental viral infection.

Conclusion: The xlHA Occlusive Device offers a new, safe, and effective method to treat dry eyes. It appears to have efficacy for at least 3 months on clinical examination. The xlHA gel demonstrated a good tolerance and safety profile.
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Introduction
Dry eye syndrome (DES) is a common condition that affects millions of people worldwide. A proper tear film is essential for maintaining eye lubrication and clear vision. Symptoms of DES include foreign body sensation, burning, irritation, pain, and sensitivity to light.

The management of dry eyes is one of the most common disorders treated in an ophthalmic practice. Initial treatment of DES consists of medical therapy by replacing moisture with artificial tears and ointment. Punctal plugs are a common second-line treatment, and they function by blocking the outflow of tears from the eye. They have the advantage of using the patients’ own tears to maintain the lubrication of the eye.

Plugs are made from a variety of materials, and there are several inherent problems with the current plug designs. Silicone plugs use a cap to hold the plug in place which sits above the lid margin, so that it does not slip into the deeper tear duct. The plug cap can rub on the surface of the eye causing ocular irritation. Sizing the correct plug can be challenging, and the plug can occasionally be lost if it is not properly fitted.
Intracanalicular plugs have the benefit of being placed below the surface of the lid and therefore cannot rub on the eye, but they can act as a foreign body and cause canaliculitis.

The theory of blocking the outflow of tears is fundamentally sound, as it involves the use of patients’ own tears to lubricate the eyes. The current plugs all have their unique drawbacks. An ideal canalicular occluder would be easy to place, block the outflow of tears effectively, be comfortable, biocompatible, long lasting, easily reversible, and have a low potential for infection. Cross-linked hyaluronic acid (xLHA) fits many of these desirable criteria.

HA is a natural, colorless, odorless mucopolysaccharide present in all mammals. Cross-linking free HA chains creates a more robust gel, which is more resistant to degradation. Synthetically xLHA is sufficiently soft to conform to the delicate inner walls of the canaliculus and theoretically block the tear outflow. A canalicular filler made of xLHA may be suitable for retaining tears on the surface of the eyes and potentially add its own lubricating effects, without rubbing on the ocular surface. This study describes a proof-of-concept pilot clinical study using synthetic xLHA gel as a canalicular occlusive device for the treatment of DES.

**Methods**

Sarasota Memorial Hospital institutional review board approval was granted to place xLHA gel in the canaliculus and tear duct for the treatment of DES. A prospective, single-site, open-label study with two board-certified ophthalmologists was conducted. Written informed consent was obtained from all study participants. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was HIPAA-compliant with the protection of individually identifiable health information.

Seventy-four patients aged from 25 to 95 years with a history of dry eyes and evidence of DES upon ocular examination were candidates for participation in this study. All patients had failed initial artificial tear drop treatment. A dry eye questionnaire based on the Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) was administered to assess individual subjective dry eye symptoms.

Each participant underwent an initial external ophthalmologic examination and was assessed clinically for dry eyes with various measures including slit lamp examination (SLE) with corneal assessment with fluorescein staining, Schirmer’s test with anesthesia, tear breakup time (TBUT), and tear meniscus height (TMH) at the initial visit, 1 month, and 3 months. A condensed exit questionnaire was conducted by phone at 6 months, and the responses were analyzed.

All patients underwent lacrimal irrigation at the initial visit to ensure a patent tear drainage system. The xLHA gel was inserted in office once into the lower lid puncta and canaliculus with a syringe and lacrimal irrigator. Patients were followed for 3 months clinically for efficacy and for adverse events such as infection, swelling, bruising, pain, and Tyndall effect. Patients were excluded if they had a prior history of plugs in their tear ducts or an active eye tear duct infection.

**xLHA gel insertion procedure**

The procedure entailed first placing a proparacaine drop onto the surface of the eye. Next a punctal dilator was used to stretch the lower lid puncta. A lacrimal irrigator with saline was introduced into the lower puncta to flush the tear ducts to confirm the patency of the lacrimal outflow system. Approximately 0.2 mL of xLHA gel (Restylane-L™, Q Med, Uppsala, Sweden) was introduced into each lower lid canaliculus using a 23-gauge lacrimal irrigator (Figures 1–3). The average procedure time was 5 minutes.

**Results**

Seventy-four patients received the xLHA gel occlusive device in both lower puncta. Sixty-three patients completed the study; 48 were female and 15 were male. The average age

Figure 1 xLHA gel in syringe attached to a 23-gauge lacrimal irrigator. 
Abbreviation: xLHA, cross-linked hyaluronic acid.
was 67 years. All but three were Caucasian; two African American, and one Asian patient. Of the patients who did not complete the study, most missed a follow-up visit and were excluded as per the study criteria.

The xlHA gel was easy to insert and 83% of patients reported no pain during the insertion procedure. Objective clinical measures such as improvement in corneal staining on SLE confirmed xlHA gel effectiveness. This was supported by several metrics such as Schirmer’s test, TBUT, and TMH, which were all statistically significantly improved at 1 and 3 months in this first-in-man study (Figures 4–6).

The 6-month exit questionnaire reported decreased dry eye symptoms such as improved wetness, and 63% of patients stated that their eyes felt better (Figure 7). Safety was encouraging with 94% responding no infections. The biggest source of dissatisfaction at the 6-month period was that the xlHA gel did not last long enough. Adverse events were rare and included two cases of periocular itching, which was attributed to seasonal allergies and one case of conjunctivitis that occurred at month 2 and resolved and was likely to be an incidental viral infection not related to the gel, as a family member had previously contracted a “pink eye.” Importantly, there were no cases of dacryocystitis, canaliculitis, swelling, pain, bruising, or Tyndall effect.

Discussion
Dry eye symptoms can negatively affect daily functioning and disable people with multiple problems such as decreased vision, burning, irritation, itching, and eye fatigue. An estimated 10%–14.4% of people in the USA suffer from dry eyes. The management of DES includes removal of causative factors, artificial tears, prescription drops, and punctal plugs.

Practitioners commonly rely on adding moisture via drops as a first-line therapy. Manufactured artificial tears cannot replicate nature’s own tear composition and therefore are never as beneficial as a person’s own tears. The tear film is a complex layering of an outer lipid layer, middle aqueous layer, and inner surface mucin layer, each with an important function. Tear substitutes only attempt to partially replace some of these vital components. Therefore, artificial tears are limited to short-term, palliative, symptomatic relief. Those patients who require additional ocular surface lubrication or are challenged in applying drops often benefit from punctal plugs as a second-line treatment. Plugs block the egress of tears from the ocular surface and increase a patient’s own tears to lubricate the eye. This first-in-man study suggests that a new method of treating DES using xlHA gel as a canalicular occlusive device is also possible.

It has been well documented that punctal occlusion is beneficial in both subjective and objective manifestations of dry eye disease with 74%–86% of patients treated with plugs gaining...
improvement in dry eye symptoms. Plugs have also been shown to significantly improve dry eye outcome measures such as visual acuity, Schirmer’s test, fluorescein corneal staining, tear film quality, TBUT, TMH, tear osmolarity, goblet cell density, and quality of life in patients with aqueous deficiency. The American Academy of Ophthalmology paper on punctal plugs reported a ≥50% improvement of dry eye signs and symptoms that are not responsive to topical treatment. This included improved ocular surface health, decreased artificial tear use, and improved contact lens tolerance.

Figure 4 Efficacy: improvement in Schirmer’s test.
Notes: An average 3.67 mm improvement was observed after 3 months from baseline. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The pre- and postapplication results are statistically significant (P<0.05, paired t-test). An increase in tears remaining in the eye validates the functional mechanical occlusion by the gel.

Figure 5 Efficacy: improvement in tear breakup time (TBUT).
Notes: TBUT < 10 seconds is considered abnormal. This shows an 87% increase in TBUT over baseline at 3 months. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The pre- and postapplication results are statistically significant (P<0.001, paired t-test). An increase in tear volume validates the functional mechanical occlusion by the gel.
complications such as infection, allergic reaction, extrusion, and migration can plague current plug designs.\textsuperscript{17}

Although a previous study documented that occluding the puncta with hypromellose can reduce DES signs for up to 8 weeks, xlHA gel has properties that make it more desirable for longer term canalicular occlusion.\textsuperscript{18} xlHA is biocompatible, safe, reversible, has good longevity, repeatable, and composes our vitreous humor. The engineered form of HA does not
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\caption{Efficacy: improvement in tear meniscus height (TMH). Notes: TMH demonstrated a 57\% improvement at 3 months. The error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The pre- and postapplication results are statistically significant (P<0.001, paired t-test). An increase in tear volume validates the functional mechanical occlusion by the gel.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Six-month exit questionnaire: (A) 63\% of patients reported their eyes felt better, (B) 57\% said they felt wetter, (C) 94\% of patients stated they had no infection, and (D) 83\% said they had no pain.}
\end{figure}
require skin testing and it is also reversible by degradation with the enzyme hyaluronidase.\textsuperscript{19} HA is an osmotic substance well known in medicine with several applications. Among its popular uses, HA is Food and Drug Administration-approved for use in ophthalmic surgery injected intraocularly to maintain eyeball turgor.\textsuperscript{20} HA is also approved as a dermal filler and for the lubrication of articular joint surfaces.\textsuperscript{21} xHA has a desirable profile for canaliculocclusion, because it has slower degradation and is longer lasting.\textsuperscript{22} Some xHA dermal fillers last up to 2 years when injected as a wrinkle filler.\textsuperscript{23}

The tear film also relies on HA as a moisturizer and lubricant. As HA is also part of our natural tear film, adding HA topically to tear replacement solutions has been reported to be beneficial in the treatment of dry eyes.\textsuperscript{24,25} Some newer, third-generation artificial tears incorporate HA, as HA’s role in maintaining a proper, stable tear film has been well established.\textsuperscript{26–30}

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first report of the use of xHA as a canaliculocclusive device in humans. The xHA gel used in this study (Restylane-L\textsuperscript{TM}) was injected into the lower canaliculus to block the outflow of tears. The xHA gel swells and molds to the inner surface of the canaliculus. It effectively seals the lacrimal outflow system resulting in increased retention of tears on the ocular surface. The placement of the xHA gel was achieved painlessly with a lacrimal injector, and most patients had no discomfort during the xHA gel placement. The office procedure took 5 minutes and is similar to canalicular irrigation.

In this study, a volume of 0.2 mL was inserted into each lower canaliculus. A report of cyanoacrylate injected into the canaliculus suggested that a volume of only 0.1 mL was necessary to adequately fill the canaliculus based on experience with cadaver models.\textsuperscript{31} A slightly larger volume was used in this study so as to ensure complete filling of the puncta and canaliculus. Occasionally, the xHA gel injected into the lower canaliculus would extrude from the upper puncta, indicating that the gel was occupying the entire upper and lower systems. It was felt that the confirmation of an adequate fill was more beneficial than the alternative of under filling of the canalicular system.

Several pertinent findings are encouraging regarding xHA gel as a canaliculocclusive device. A decrease in fluorescein cornea staining on SLE was observed, and this is consistent with other studies that found punctal occlusion provided reduced fluorescein staining.\textsuperscript{8} Clinical examinations confirmed the benefits of xHA gel as a canaliculocclusive device at 1 and 3 months with statistical improvement in Schirmer’s, TBUT, and TMH.

The limitations of this study are that it was performed at a single site, was single arm, open-label, and without a control group. A 20 mg/mL commercially available xHA gel was used as it had a good safety record, but newer HA gels may be more effective. On average, 0.2 mL of gel was injected, but a smaller amount may be sufficient in some cases.

In summary, the xHA gel canaliculocclusive device demonstrated a new method to block the lower canaliculus to treat dry eye disease. The results were encouraging and showed both subjective and objective improvements in most patients at 3 months. The xHA gel has many potential benefits over traditional plugs, including biocompatibility, no sizing, no firm edges, the potential for removal, and a promising safety profile.
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